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Abstract
The attentional control theory (ACT) proposes that trait anxiety disrupts
functional efficiency of executive control of attention relating to working
memory system such as shifting. ACT also emphasizes the modulatory role of
motivation in anxiety on cognitive task performance. The present study investigated the association of trait anxiety-related inefficiencies in attentional shift
and working memory performance in conjunction with the level of motivation. A variation of complex span paradigm is designed to systematically manipulate the time constraint on shifting attentional focus back and forth between working memory contents and processing task was used in this study.
In the experiment, participants high and low in trait anxiety were allocated
either high or low motivation induction conditions, and performed a series of
complex span tasks. They also completed a state anxiety measure before and
after the experimental task. Motivational states were assessed by the pupil dilation, which is known to reflect the amount of cognitive effort invested on
the task at hand. Results showed that, only in low motivation condition, high
trait-anxious individuals exhibited greater difficulty, relative to those low in
trait anxiety, in maintaining working memory contents as the task demand
increased. State anxiety showed no relation to working memory performance
regardless of the level of motivation and task demands. Pupillary responses
revealed that, in high motivational state, high trait-anxious individuals invested more effort than those low in trait anxiety when the task demand was
low, F(1, 132) = 6.65, p = 0.0110, to moderate, F(1, 132) = 8.441, p = 0.00043.
In accordance with ACT, these findings suggest that motivation can modulate
the association between trait anxiety and cognitive performance along with
the levels of task demand. Clinical implication is briefly discussed.
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1. Introduction
In current psychological theory, anxiety is conceptualized as two types: trait and
state anxiety [1]. Trait anxiety refers to individual differences in the general
propensity to experience anxiety, and state anxiety refers to subjectively perceived anxious thoughts, feelings, and heightened physiological arousal in specific situations. A wealth of studies demonstrates that trait anxiety can influence
various cognitive processes including higher-order controlled processes as well
as early perceptual detection stages. Eysenck and colleagues put forward the
cognitive accounts of anxiety-related attentional alteration called attentional
control theory (ACT) [2] [3], which posits that elevated levels of trait anxiety
decrease the functional efficiency of executive control of attention implemented
by the central executive component of working memory (WM) [4] [5], along
with the hypervigilance in sensory-perceptual processing. ACT also argues that
modulatory effect of motivation on cognitive performance must be considered
when examining the association of trait anxiety and cognitive function. According to ACT, high trait-anxious individuals can be more apprehensive about their
performance [6], which motivates them to invest more cognitive effort on a task
at hand.
ACT can well accommodate much empirical data concerning anxiety-related
inefficient executive control over visual-perceptual attention. Pacheco-Unguetti

et al. [7] demonstrates that high trait-anxious individuals exhibit difficulty responding to a target arrow flanked with perceptually competing distractor arrows
relative to those low in trait anxiety. Similarly, high trait-sanxiou individuals
have been shown difficulty performing anti-saccade tasks, in which participants
are required to execute a saccade (horizontal eye movement) toward a target
stimulus located in the opposite direction of a perceptually salient flashed stimulus [8] [9].
However, whether such anxiety-related in efficiencies in executive control can
impact directly on the performance of higher-order cognitive operations such as
WM remains unclear with reference to ACT. Some studies demonstrated that
high trait-anxious individuals exhibited poorer performance on complex span
WM tasks, which are designed to require concurrent processing task while subjects maintain items in WM [10] [11] [12] [13]. Traditional complex span tasks
such as the reading span task and the operation span task are administered at the
participant’s own pace [14] [15]., which makes these findings hard to interpret
from the view of “quickness” in attentional sift. Accordingly, whether trait anxiety-related inefficient executive control of attention results directly in reduced
WM capacity has not been sufficiently established due to the methodological limitation on strictly controlling temporal parameters.
The Time-Based Resource-Sharing (TBRS) model of WM, which emphasizes
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the temporal factor in WM maintenance [16] [17] is one promising model for
examining the association of trait anxiety and WM decrement. The TBRS model
accounts for the determinants of performance on complex span task in the following way: 1) subjects are presented with items they must later recall, 2) while
maintaining these items in WM, subjects engage in a processing task which require attentional focus, 3) this diversion of attentional resource from memory
item results in a time-based decay of the memory traces. As such, performance
on complex span task is determined by the temporal constraint on the time
spare to direct attention toward the decaying WM items to reactivate them for
further retention (i.e., attentional refreshing) [18] [19]. To examine the TBRS
model, Barrouillet and colleagues have developed a computer-paced complex
span task called continuous processing span task, which is designed to systematically manipulate the time spare to refresh WM items. Thus, the TBRS model
defines cognitive load as the proportion of temporal occupation of attentional
resources on intervening processing task [16] [17]. This paradigm has yielded a
clear-cut linear association between cognitive load and WM maintenance, demonstrating that greater cognitive load should result in poorer WM maintenance (see [20] for a review).Thus far, none of the studies have investigated the
impact of trait anxiety-related inefficient executive control on WM performance
using a complex span task based directly on the TBRS framework. Given that
high trait-anxious individuals would be inefficient in executive control and take
more time to shift attention back and forth between a processing task and WM
contents, it is predicted that individuals with high levels of trait anxiety would
exhibit a difficulty in maintaining WM contents on a continuous processing
span task as the cognitive load increased.
Additionally, it is highly important to note that trait anxiety can alter motivational state (and a consequent cognitive effort invested) depending on task goals,
as ACT postulates [2] [3]. Hayes et al. [21] investigated the modulatory effect of
motivation on the relationship between trait anxiety and cognitive task performance (Experiment 1 and 2). In their experiments, high and low trait-anxious
individuals performed intentional (effortful in nature) and incidental (effortless)
category learning tasks. Results showed that trait anxiety disrupted the performance on an incidental learning but not an intentional learning. Therefore, the
negative impact of anxiety-related inefficient executive control on higher-order
cognitive operation should become more apparent in the condition without high
motivational state (and resultant extra cognitive effort). Unfortunately, manipulated motivational states or the amount of cognitive effort invested were not
measured directly in their study.
In this study, we employed the pupillometry technique to assess participants’
motivational states in terms of the amount of cognitive effort invested on the
experimental task. It is well documented that pupil dilation is sensitive to participants’ motivational states [22]. as well as the task demands and difficulty
linked to cognitive effort [23] [24] [25]. If high trait-anxious individuals are
more likely to be motivated to perform a demanding task to achieve comparable
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result with those low in trait anxiety in a specific situation where the effort is
required, the quantitative differences of cognitive effort should emerge in pupil
dilation depending on the level of trait anxiety.
In summary, two predictions derived from ACT were tested. First, in low motivational states, high trait-anxious individuals would perform worse, compared
to those low in trait anxiety, on the continuous processing span WM task as
cognitive load increased. Secondly, in high motivational states, high trait-anxious individuals would achieve comparable levels of performance, relative to
their counterparts, due to anxiety-driven compensatory effort invested on the
task (compensatory effort hypothesis). Therefore, they would show greater pupil
dilation on performing the task, compared to their counterparts.

2. Method
2.1. Participants
Forty-eight undergraduate students (age: 18 - 23 years, mean age = 19.8, 29 females) participated in the experiment in return for compensation. All participants were the students of The University of Tokyo, Japan, and took second author’s introductory psychology course. Information about this study and the request form were sent via e-mail from the first author. They all had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision. Based on the previous studies such as [8] [9], they
were divided into two groups according to whether their trait anxiety scores
were above the median value (high trait-anxiety; HTA; n = 24) or below (low
trait-anxiety; LTA; n = 24), as measured by the trait subscale of the State-Trait
Anxiety Inventory (STAI) [26] [27]. Written informed consent was obtained
from each participant before the experiment. This study was approved by the
Ethics Committee of the graduate school of Arts and Sciences, The University of
Tokyo.

2.2. Experimental Task
The general feature of the continuous processing span task is that the intervening processing task successively follows each memory items. In this experiment,
alphabetic consonants were presented one by one at a time as memoranda and a
choice reaction time (CRT) task was employed as a processing task.
Participants were seated approximately 60 cm. in front of a 17-inch monitor.
They were presented with a series of letter-strings in ascending order (from 1 to
7 letters). Each length of letter-string was administered three times. For each trial, each letter was followed by a CRT task. In CRT task, a square probe (visual
angle, 1.5˚ on each side) was presented randomly at 9.5˚ on the upper or lower
side of a center fixation cross. Participants were required to respond to a probe
presented in the upper side by pressing the “L” key and the lower side by the “A”
key. Additionally, we set up three conditions of cognitive load: low, moderate,
and high load conditions. Preliminary study revealed that the task required
about 398 ms to make a response. Taking this into account, the time interval for
the CRT task (i.e., inter-letter interval) was set for 6500 ms.
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Participants were asked to focus on the fixation cross presented on the center
of the screen for 1000 ms at the beginning of each trial, which was followed by a
blank screen for 500 ms. Then, the first letter to be remembered was presented
for 1500 ms and replaced by the fixation cross. After a 500 ms delay, a square
probe was presented either in the upper or lower side from the cross. The probe
was displayed for 2000 ms (low load), 1000 ms (moderate load) or 500 ms (high
load) and followed by a delay of 1000 ms, 500 ms or 250 ms (low, moderate or
high load) according to the cognitive load condition, which resulted in 2, 4 and 8
response requirements in each processing task sequence. Participants were asked
to indicate the position as quickly and accurately as possible by pressing corresponding keys. At the end of a trial, participants were required to recall the letters
in serial order. All participants performed 3 series of 1 to 7 letter-strings each.
Stimuli were controlled and responses were recorded using E-prime 2.0 software
(Psychology Software Tools).

2.3. Scoring on the Continuous Processing Span Task
We calculated the Partial-Credit Unit (PCU) as an index of WM performance of
the continuous processing span task and the reading span task, based on [28].
The PCU score denotes the mean proportion of correctly recalled items in a
serial order. That is,

PCU
= ( Sum of the proportion of correctly recalled items in a serial order in each trial ) ( Number of traials )

2.4. Questionnaire
Trait anxiety levels were measured by the trait subscale of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory [26] [27]. The state subscale of the STAI (STAI-S) was also used to
measure participants’ current mood state before and after the experimental task.

2.5. Pupil Diameter Acquisition
Pupil diameter on the right eye of each participant was continuously collected at
90 Hz using View Point Eye Tracker system (Monocular 220 fps; Arrington Research, Inc.) throughout the three conditions of the continuous processing span
task. Missing data due to eye blinks were filtered out and interpolated by a spline
transformation.

2.6. Procedure
In the experimental session, calibration of the eyetracker was first administered.
After participants completed the STAI-T, they were randomly allocated either
the high or low motivation condition. Participants allocated in the high motivation condition were told that the experimental task they would do was a new intelligence quotient (IQ) test and they had to try it as hard as possible in order to
assess their IQ accurately. In contrast, participants allocated in the low motivation condition were told that we researchers were interested in the association of
eye movement and memory processes such as encoding and retrieval, not their
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own memory capacity. After a two-minute rest, they filled out the STAI-S which
assessed current anxious mood state.
After that, each participant performed the three conditions of the continuous
processing span task (low-, moderate-, and high-load conditions) in random
order. Before starting the testing trials, they practiced3 trials with 2 letter-string
for each condition to ensure that they comprehended the task requirements.
Participants were allowed to repeat the practice if they had any doubt about the
task (no participants did). All participants performed 21trials (1 - 7 letters) for
each condition. Finally, they again filled out the STAI-S soon after they finished
the experimental tasks.
A mixed design Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used for examining the
effects of Group (HTA v.s. LTA), Condition (high v.s. low motivation), Load
(low, moderate, and high cognitive load), and their interactions on the cognitive
performance with Group and Condition as between-subject factors and Load as
a within-subject factor. Memory Size (the number of to-be-remembered items)
was added when comparing participants’ motivational states through the pupil
responses, as a within-subject factor. Follow-up t-tests were administered with
the p-values being Bonferroni-corrected. The level of significance set p < 0.05.

3. Results
3.1. Scores on the STAI
We first analyzed the data from the questionnaires (see Table 1). Regarding the
trait anxiety levels, a 2 (Group) × 2 (Condition) two-way ANOVA confirmed
that a main effect of Group was significant, F(1, 44) = 14.33, p = 0.00047, η2 =
0.66, but a main effect of Condition and an interaction were not observed, Fs <
2.42, ps > 0.125. The HTA and LTA groups were reliably different from each
other for trait anxiety levels.
As for a current state anxiety before the experimental task, a same 2 × 2
ANOVA were performed with the scores of the STAI-S as the dependent variable. Importantly, main effects of Group and Condition were significant, F(1,44)
= 6.44, p = 0.0187, η2 = 0.13; F(1, 44) = 7.34, p = 0.0096, η2 = 0.23, respectively,
but an interaction did not reach significant, F(1, 44) = 3.28, p = 0.077, suggesting
that the manipulation (i.e., cover story of IQ test) successfully induced more apTable 1. Mean scores of trait anxiety (STAI-T) and state anxiety (STAI-S) in the High
Trait-Anxiety group and Low Trait-Anxiety group.
Group
Anxiety Measures

High Trait-Anxious group
(HTA; n = 24)

Low Trait-Anxious group
(LTA; n = 24)

Pre-task

Post-task

Pre-task

Post-task

STAI-T

46.7 (8.5)

-

33.6 (6.7)

-

STAI-S

38.2 (6.7)

30.6 (5.7)

29.3 (5.3)

28.9 (5.8)

Standard deviations in parentheses.
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prehension about the performance to participants in high motivation condition
at the time of the WM task. After completing the task, no main effects or interaction were observed on the STAI-S scores, Fs < 1.63, ps > 0.20.

3.2. Reaction Times on the Processing Task of the Continuous
Processing Span Task
The mean RTs on the CRT tasks were analyzed with a 2 (Group) × 2 (Condition)
× 3 (Load) mixed design ANOVA. A main effect of Load was significant, F (2,
88) = 16.37, p = 0.000001, η2 = 0.57, showing that faster paced presentation resulted in shorter RTs, presumably because the shorter stimulus interval made it
easier to sustain attention on the processing task (mean RTs for low, moderate
and high load: 414 ms v.s. 393 ms v.s. 356 ms). Main effects of Group and Condition were not significant, Fs < 2.50, ps > 0.122. None of three- or two-way interactions were observed on RTs, ps > 0.269. These results indicate that both
groups showed comparable efficiency in performing the processing task independently of motivational states. Accuracy rates were fairly high across all participants (mean accuracy rate: 98.7%).

3.3. Working Memory Performance
The PCU scores were calculated for the index of WM maintenance. Figure 1
shows the mean PCU scores and standard errors of the mean for each experimental group corresponding to cognitive loads. A 2 (Group) × 2 (Condition) × 3
(Load) mixed design ANOVA was performed with PCU as the dependent variable. Main effects of Group, Condition, and Load were significant, F(1, 44) = 5.29,
100

partial credit unit (PCU)

90

80

70

60

HTA with high motivation
HTA with low motivation

50

LTA with high motivation
LTA with low motivation

40

low

moderate

high

cognitive load
Figure 1. Mean Partial-Credit Unit (PCU) scores in High Trait-Anxiety (HTA) and Low
Trait-Anxiety (LTA) groups along with cognitive load and motivational state. Error bars
denote standard errors of the mean.
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7.76, 5.94; p = 0.0221, 0.0078, 0.0189; η2 = 0.12, 0.23, 0.22, respectively. As expected, these main effects were qualified by a significant three-way interaction,
F(2,88) = 11.26, p = 0.000044, η2 = 0.41, indicating that cognitive load on WM
maintenance differentially impacted on the HTA and LTA group depending on
the motivational states. Additionally, an interaction of Group × Load did not
reach significant, F(2, 88) = 2.23, p = 0.114, implying the necessity of motivation
manipulation for examining the anxiety-cognition relations. Bonferroni-corrected pairwise comparisons between Groups for each Condition and Load confirmed that in low motivation condition the HTA group showed poorer WM
performance in the moderate and high load conditions, t(46) = 2.61, p = 0.0121;
t(46) = 2.94, p = 0.00512, respectively, but not in the low load condition, t(46) =
0.32, p = 0.750, compared to their counterparts. In high motivation condition,
no group differences were detected, ts < 0.64, ps > 0.525, indicating the comparable performance of the HTA and LTA group.
Unexpectedly, the relationship between the task performance (PCU scores)
and the levels of state anxiety before and after the task were not detected, rs <
0.10, ps > 0.23.

3.4. Motivational States Indexed by Pupil Dilation
Baseline-corrected pupil dilation was calculated on a trail-by-trial basis. This
procedure can eliminate the influence of the carry-over effects from the previous
trails [29]. Pupil data collected at the fixation period (1000 ms) in a trial were
averaged for a baseline value of that trail. Then, difference score between the
peak and baseline values in that trial was calculated for an index of a (baseline-corrected) pupil dilation [22].
Figures 2(a)-(c) show the changes in baseline-corrected pupil dilation according to levels of trait anxiety and the experimental conditions (i.e., motivational states), on each cognitive load. A 2 (Group) × 2 (Condition) × 3 (Load) ×
7 (Memory Size; the number of to-be-remembered items) mixed design
ANOVA was performed with the pupil dilation scores as the dependent variable.
In what follows, we shall report results concerning our specific research interest.
First, four-way interaction was significant, F(12, 528) = 3.68, p = 0.000024, η2 =
0.41, indicating that the patterns of changes in pupil dilation along with Group,
Condition, and Memory Size were modulated by cognitive load (see Figures
2(a)-(c)). A main effect of Condition was significant, F(1, 44) = 6.67, p = 0.0132,

η2 = 0.30. Simple effect tests indicated that three simple main effects of Condition in low, moderate, and high load were also significant, F(1, 132) = 6.41,
14.91, 9.25; p = 0.0125, 0.000174, 0.0028, respectively, suggesting that participants allocated in high motivation condition constantly invested more cognitive
effort, compared to those low in motivation, indexed by pupil dilation at any
load. As for the compensatory effort hypothesis in anxiety, simple effect of
Group in high motivation was significant, F(1, 44) = 8.87, p = 0.0047, but not in
low motivation, F(1, 44) = 0.79, p = 0.382, suggesting that, in high motivational
states the HTA group was more effortful on performing the WM task, compared
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Changes from baseline (mm)
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(a)
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Figure 2. Baseline-corrected pupil dilation according to the levels of trait anxiety, motivational states, and cognitive loads. Error bars denote standard errors of the mean. (a)
Pupil responses on low cognitive load condition; (b) pupil responses on moderate cognitive load condition; (c) pupil responses on high cognitive load condition.
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to the LTA group. At each cognitive load level, the group differences between
the HTA and LTA were emerged in low and moderate load, F(1, 132) = 6.65,
8.441; p = 0.0110, 0.00043, respectively, but not in high load, F(1, 132) = 1.13, p
= 0.290. These results confirm that high levels of trait anxiety (along with a situational demand) drive additional cognitive effort to achieve a task goal, as ACT
predicts. Still, when cognitive load is fairly severe (i.e., high load), group differences between the HTA and LTA disappear presumably due to the ceiling effects.

4. Discussion
The present study examined whether a detrimental effect of trait anxiety on executive control could negatively influence the maintenance of WM contents on a
specific variation of complex span task. In addition, the modulatory effect of
motivational states on the relationship between trait anxiety and cognitive task
performance was also tested using the pupillometry technique. We observed
that, in low motivational states, high trait-anxious individuals selectively performed worse, compared to those low in trait anxiety, in the low to moderateload conditions. There is a clear trend of steeper decline found in the high traitanxiety group as the cognitive load increases. In contrast to that, no group differences in task performance were observed in high motivational states.
As for the measure of motivational states, high and low trait-anxious individuals differed selectively in high motivation condition with low to moderate cognitive load. In such situations, high trait anxious individuals can be more motivated (through apprehension about their task performance) and invest more
cognitive effort on the task at hand, as ACT predicts. Still, when cognitive load is
fairly severe (i.e., high load), group differences between the HTA and LTA disappear presumably due to the ceiling effects.
Our results point to a modulatory effect of time-consuming nature of cognitive load and motivational states on the association of anxiety and WM maintenance. The detrimental effect of anxiety on attentional control has been demonstrated in previous studies, but findings concerning the relation between anxiety and WM maintenance, especially verbal domain, are mixed [30] [31]. The
current study demonstrates that the time-consuming cognitive load was crucial
for describing the association of anxiety and WM maintenance. Eysenck and
Calvo [32] suggest that task difficulty is one crucial factor for detecting the detrimental effect of anxiety on cognitive task performance. Our findings point out
that one element of task difficulty is the severity of the time limit on the available
time to refresh WM items as TBRS theory postulates. Furthermore, the current
study demonstrates that the relationship between trait anxiety and cognitive
performance is clearly moderated by participants’ motivational states. Hayes et

al. [21] considered systematically this subject using behavioral performances and
preferences to intentional or incidental learning. Our contribution to this subject
is that, by using psychophysiological measure of cognitive effort or motivation,
the current study provides direct support simultaneously for anxiety-related
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cognitive inefficiency and compensatory effort hypothesis derived from ACT.
WM performances were selectively related to trait anxiety but not to state anxiety. Previous studies demonstrated that state anxiety could strengthen stimulus-driven attention, and would not affect executive control [7]. In line with this
finding, in the current study the levels of state anxiety were not predictive of
performance on the continuous processing span task which depends heavily on
executive control. Given that the scores on STAI-S were somewhat low irrespective of the level of trait anxiety, it is possible that intense state anxiety might affect executive processes under stressful situations. This possibility is becoming
further elucidated in recent studies [33] [34].
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first investigation based on the TBRS
theory of the detrimental effect of anxiety on WM tasks in conjunction with the
motivational state. However, our findings have some limitations. First, even
though TBRS theory assumes that the between-task (WM and processing tasks)
shifting is crucial, focus shifting “between” WM contents is also time-consuming
[35] [36]. Recently, Hoshino and Tanno [37] demonstrated that high levels of
trait anxiety disrupts efficient attentional control between retained WM contents
under the absence of external distracter. Therefore, further studies are needed to
elucidate the role of focus shifting in performing the WM tasks, and especially
the effect of anxiety on this reflective process. Secondly, we did not assess participants’ state of apprehension or worry. In this study, state anxiety, a closely
related concept of worry, showed no relations to WM performance irrespective
of task goals (motivation) and demands (cognitive load). admittedly, our task
goal settings used as an experimental manipulation did not explicitly induce
worry, but increased motivational states. Hence, more elaborative manipulation
and measure(s) of worry are needed to examine the anxiety-driven compensatory effort process in conforming strictly to the framework of ACT. Thirdly, although the HTA and LTA groups were equivalent in WM performance in high
motivational states, measures of general intelligence or other personality traits
were not included in our study. As a consequence, baseline general cognitive
ability and personality traits relating to anxiety were not controlled. Future studies investigating the association of anxiety and cognition should include these
variables for controlling extraneous variables.
Finally, implication for clinical practices is discussed. It is worth noting that
the decrement of WM functioning in high-anxiety individuals would be related
to their poorer performance on higher-order cognition, such as reading comprehension [38], reasoning/inference [39] [40], or math exam [10]. High-anxious
individuals can be suffered from distractibility and difficulty concentrating on
task at hand. Therefore, executive function trainings including attention and
WM are now emerging treatment for the cognitive dysfunction(s) in anxiety
[41]. Unfortunately, executive function trainings do not have precise methodology concerning attention control toward WM or mental representations such as
thought content. Predicting and overcoming the negative impact of anxiety on
higher-order cognition from lower level executive processes (i.e., attention, and
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working memory) might be one promising direction for further establishing the
clinical methodology of cognitive trainings for individuals suffering from anxiety.
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